ICV Online

ControllingWiki online
Controlling knowledge for everyone
In 2008 the ICV PR committee started a new initiative to benefit from the
possibilities offered by web 2.0. The committee wanted to make the controllers’
know-how available to everyone and to create a space for public discussions.
This is how the idea to create a wiki for controllers was born.
The ICV board was also enthusiastic about it and
promised already in October 2008 to support the
project. The PR committee got in touch with different authors in order to collect relevant topics and
interesting essays and received confirmations for a
lot of articles. At the same time the technical preparations were done by the internet agency Qbus in
Rostock. The knowledge platform for controllers,
ControllingWiki, went live already in May 2009;
the English version’s address is:

www.controlling-wiki.com/en.
The special thing about the ControllingWiki is the fact that compared to the

controlling-wiki.com

➊ Each and everyone can make a contribution to ControllingWiki.
Just post an article by pressing the button “Create article”
or change / update an existing article by pressing “Edit”.

➋	The name of the first author always remains visible.
➌ The articles have different statuses.
After having been posted, they receive the status “unreviewed”.
The seal “ICV-approved version” can be granted only
by the Controll-ingWiki advisory committee.

➍ There are several ways of looking for an article:
1. the “Search” function, 2. an overview of all the pages (“All pages”),
3. choosing a specific category.

➎	The aim of ControllingWiki is that of bundling the existing controlling
knowledge and of further developing it.
The length of the contribution is not decisive – brief information is also
relevant. The contribution can be made either in the form of a new
article or as a new paragraph in an appropriate, already existing article.

➏ You would like to post your own article on ControllingWiki
or to edit an existing one and you need support?
Just e-mail the ICV web editor at info@dietexterin.com.
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other wikis, this one has an advisory committee
which checks the posted articles. Members of the
ControllingWiki advisory committee are: Prof. Dr.
Andreas Klein, Dipl.-Oec. Guido Kleinhietpass,
Prof. Dr. Stefan Müller and Dr. Karsten Oehler. The
high quality articles receive the seal “ICV-approved
version” which has been created especially for the
ControllingWiki. In view of the high standards of
this platform, this quality seal is important for both
authors and readers. Thus, on the one hand anyone
can contribute to ControllingWiki. On the other
hand the reader can be sure of the fact that the articles bearing the “ICV-approved version” seal are
of a high standard. Spam and non-serious articles
have no chance in the long run.

